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 hack//The Movie -Hashire-  manga, with additional scenes added by its creator, Tsutomu Takanaga, and character designer,
Yoshikazu Yasuhiko. Plot While Ayeka is preparing a .hack//The Movie -Hashire-  party for her school's 40th anniversary, a
strange man named Gosho, from the organization Reality, tells Ayeka that someone is trying to destroy the system of Reality,
and that they are going to monitor everything in the movie theater to make sure it is not stolen. She alerts Conan and the other
kids, who arrive at the movie theater with her. The kids try to play hide-and-seek, but Gosho and his accomplices capture them
and take them to an abandoned school. Inside, they meet Yagami and Mouri, and the leader reveals to Conan that he is from the

future. They are students in a futuristic world called Hackei where an evil organization called Black Six manages the world.
Black Six is ruled by the Spirit, who commands one of the Six, named Hongo, to eliminate six supercomputers that store

information about the present day. On Hackei, computers are controlled by a character called Homura, who controls its users'
minds, and Black Six thus controls the entire world. Conan's friends are the six main characters of the .hack//Roots manga, who

would later appear in .hack//New World , as well as Mouri and Yagami, both appearing in .hack//Mutation . Conan and his
friends are eventually rescued from the school and take a train to Black Six's headquarters. Once there, they meet the Spirit of

the World, who reveals that he was the one who corrupted Homura. Their goal is to stop the destruction of reality, and the Spirit
of the World encourages them to leave Hackei to free other virtual worlds. Outside, Gosho's computer identifies the Hackei

system as having been infected by a virus that would allow him to hijack it and become the real world's "eye". They arrive at a
Hackei villa where Gosho is staying, and the kids get inside. There, they learn from the Spirit of the World's wife about the

purpose of Hackei, but Gosho and his accomplices manage to capture them. When they return, they find Gosho has gone to a
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